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1: English spoken much? - Ponta Delgada Forum - TripAdvisor
From Arabic to Portuguese, the languages of the world are brought within the reach of any beginning language student.
Learners can use the Teach Yourself Language courses at their own pace or as a supplement to formal classes.

About me About me Seja bem-vindo! Eu sou Lauren, dona de Hacking Portuguese. I began studying
Portuguese in January I studied French for five years in school, and while I was a good student, I never got
excited enough about French to continue speaking it as an adult. In , I met Brazilian Portuguese and
everything was different. I loved the sound of the language, and I had external reasons for wanting to learn it
more on that later. This led to a realization: Using the tools and resources on this site, I ended up speaking
Portuguese much better after just two years that I ever spoke French after five years. The speed of my progress
got me thinking about how languages are taught and how motivated students might go about accelerating their
learning. At the same time, the internet makes it harder to find these great resources by introducing an
overwhelming amount of throwaway content related to language learning. I wanted to share what had worked
for me and help people sort through this mess, while also sharing some ideas on how language hacking
techniques might be applied to Portuguese specifically. Besides languages, I enjoy making music. In I became
interested in bluegrass and American roots music and began studying the mandolin. That led me, at the
Mandolin Symposium, to take some classes on Brazilian choro music from a couple of visiting Brazilian
mandolinists. I completely fell in love with choro and began studying it seriously, which was the spark that got
me started learning Portuguese. At first it was just a few words out of curiosity, but before long I was hooked.
I think it was the sound of the language that drew me in; then, as the sounds became less exotic, it was the
excitement of being able to read, write and converse more and more that became addictive. What keeps me
going now is the thrill of being conversant in a language that just three years ago was completely unintelligible
to me, and having a whole new cultural world to explore that is suddenly accessible. In June I visited Brazil
for the first time in order to practice my Portuguese, study choro with some local bandolinistas, and explore
the culture. I tried to see as many neighborhoods in Zona Sul as possible. I came back from Rio with the
realization that I seriously needed to work on my listening comprehension, because people speak very fast and
the carioca accent is tough to understand. I had no trouble asking questions and expressing my needs, but
understanding the response from Brazilians was a whole other story. So lately I have been focusing on active
listening practice. I was incredibly lucky in that around the time I was becoming conversant in Portuguese, my
company began doing environmental investigations in Brazil. My second trip to Brazil was a month-long
cleanup project at a chemical plant near Salvador. During the week I had the great privilege to work with a
fantastic team of Brazilians at the plant and improve my language skills. But I feel like when it comes to
languages, serial monogamy is the rule, and I still want to go farther with Portuguese.
2: 50 Ways to Improve your Portuguese: Teach Yourself PDF Helena Tostevin, Manuela Cook
It's easy to teach yourself Portuguese! Complete Portuguese with Two Audio CDs: A Teach Yourself Guide provides you
with a clear and comprehensive approach to Portuguese, so you can progress quickly from the basics to understanding,
speaking, and writing Portuguese with confidence.

3: www.enganchecubano.com > Portuguese > Helpful Books
It's easy to teach yourself Portuguese! Complete Portuguese: A Teach Yourself Guide provides you with a clear and
comprehensive approach to Portuguese, so you can progress quickly from the basics to understanding, speaking, and
writing Portuguese with confidence.

4: Portuguese | Open Library
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Manuela Cook is the author of Teach Yourself Portuguese Complete Course Package (Book + 2CDs) ( avg rating, 5
ratings, 0 reviews, published ), Te.

5: Manuela Cook (Author of Teach Yourself Portuguese)
Find great deals for Teach Yourself: Portuguese: A Complete Course for Beginners by Manuela Cook (, Paperback).
Shop with confidence on eBay!

6: Manuela Cook eBooks | epub and pdf downloads | eBookMall
Teach Yourself Portuguese; A complete audio course for beginners by Manuela Cook and a great selection of similar
Used, New and Collectible Books available now at www.enganchecubano.com

7: ISBN - Teach Yourself Portuguese Complete Course 4th Edition Direct Textbook
Teach yourself Portuguese!With Teach Yourself it's possible for virtually anyone to learn and experience the languages
of the world, from Afrikaans to Zulu; Ancient Greek to Modern Persian; Beginner's Latin to Biblical Hebrew.

8: Manuela Cook | LibraryThing
Manuela Cook, author of Teach Yourself Portuguese: A Complete Audio Course for Beginners, on LibraryThing
LibraryThing is a cataloging and social networking site for booklovers Home Groups Talk Zeitgeist.

9: Teach Yourself Portuguese by Manuela Cook
Portuguese: A Complete Course for Beginners (+2 audio cassettes) (Teach Yourself Series); by Manuela Cook.
Recommended. Teach Yourself Beginner's Portuguese: An Easy Introduction (Teach Yourself Series) ; by Sue
Tyson-Ward.
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